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Abstract
The InAs/AlSb material system has proven to be an excellent choice for high-performance
mid-infrared quantum cascade lasers (QCLs). However, large localized strain may exist at
the interfaces between indium arsenide (InAs) and aluminum antimonide (AlSb) layers grown
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), likely influencing the electronic properties of InAs/AlSb
based QCLs. In this work, an unintentional displacement of Sb by residual As flux incident
on the wafer was studied by direct monitoring of such flux during a simulated MBE growth
sequence and dynamical simulations of high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) data col-
lected on InAs/AlSb periodic structures grown under similar conditions. The results revealed
that the earlier reported predominant Al-As bonds detected at the InAs/AlSb interfaces can
be attributed to a residual bypass As flux on the wafer after closing the As shutter. A
considerable amount of As was incorporated into AlSb layers even when the As shutter was
closed for As interruption during the barrier growth. The experiments revealed that under
typical growth conditions, the barriers were converted to AlAsySb1−y instead of pure AlSb.
The exact As content in the barriers was proportional to the effective As flux bypassing the
closed shutter, thus depended on the particulars of the MBE system design and the exact
As flux used for the growth of InAs wells. Moreover, instead of a strain-balanced interface,
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InAs/AlSb superlattice structures have been a good candidate for high performance quan-
tum cascade lasers (QCL). At low temperature, wavelengths as short as 2.63 – 2.65 µm can
be obtained from an InAs/AlSb based QCL [1]. At room temperature, continuous-wave
(CW) operation was reported with wavelength up to 15 µm [2], while the highest CW oper-
ating temperature of 320 K was demonstrated for devices lasing at 11 µm [3]. The advantage
of InAs/AlSb structure is its very large conduction band offset up to 2.1 eV and a large Γ-L
distance of 0.73 eV in InAs [4]. Moreover, InAs has a very small electron effective mass of
0.023 m0, where m0 is the rest mass of an electron. Therefore, the subband separation and
optical gain observed is large for InAs based QCLs. However, due to no atoms in common
between InAs and AlSb, only Al-As or In-Sb bonds can exist at the interface. Also, the lat-
tice misfit between InAs and InSb is -6.6% and between InAs and AlAs is +6.9%, both are
relatively large. As a result, large localized strain may exist at the interfaces; and the strain
strongly influence the electronic properties of an InAs/AlSb based QCL. Recent transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) studies indicated that Al-As bonds are more favorable at both
interfaces, however, the interfacial structures can be complex, extending up to 3 monolayers
(ML) [5]–[7]. An illustration of InSb-type and AlAs-type interface is plotted Figure 1.1. In
this study, we further investigated the composition at the InAs/AlSb interfaces and the dis-
tribution of the strain across the barriers and the wells via high-resolution X-ray diffraction
(HRXRD) experiments and dynamic X-ray diffrection (XRD) simulations.
By conducting the InAs/AlSb superlattice (SL) mock growth while monitoring the As
flux directly, we found unintentional presence of As during the periods of AlSb barrier deposi-
tion. Consequently, the strain distribution in the SL structure changed significantly because
1
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of InSb-type and AlAs type interfaces in an
InAs/AlSb superlattice. Left interface: InSb; Right interface: AlAs
the incorporated As displaced some Sb and formed AlAsySb1−y layers in the barrier. The
unintentional presence of As may be due to the limited capability of the As shutter to stop
the As flux from entering into the chamber when the As shutter is closed. Even with a beam
collimating aperture in place to reduce As bouncing effect and related temporal variations,
the As pressure was still significant inside the chamber after the closure of the As shutter.
Another reason that contributes to the As bouncing effect may be the non-unity sticking
coefficient of the As to the wall of the growth chamber. At the time of writing this thesis, not
much attention in the literature was given to the unintentional incorporation of As into the
bulk of AlSb barriers during the deposition process. Such unintentional incorporation can
be caused by a limited effectiveness of As shutters in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system.
In this series of experiments, we showed that the residual As pressure must be considered
to accurately describe the strain in InAs/AlSb structures. There are two ways to interrupt
the As beam and reduce the As pressure in the chamber: one is through only closing the
As shutter in front of the As effusion cell, the other is through closing both the valve on
the As cracker cell and the As shutter. However, closing As shutter would not completely
prevent the As beam from entering the chamber because some As may still bounce around
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the As cell port and bypass the As shutter. Moreover, closing the As valve along with
closing As shutter is more effective in reducing the As flux in the chamber than closing As
shutter alone. It is impractical to close the As valve during the switches of the superlattice
layers, because the valve takes 1 to 2 seconds to open or close; and growing a single layer
in the superlattices typically would take 5 to 40 seconds, depending on the layer thickness
and the growth rate. To the best of our knowledge, for conventional InAs/AlSb superlattice
growth, no literature mentioned the closing and re-open procedure of the As valve. Through
our HRXRD analysis and dynamical XRD simulation, we found that excess As was present
not only at the InAs/AlSb interfaces but also throughout the AlSb layers by displacing Sb,




2.1 Unit Cell and Basic Lattice Types
A crystal is defined as a homogeneous solid with a highly ordered atomic arrangement in
three dimensions. It is constructed by structural units, which consist of atoms or molecules
with repetitions. A crystal structure is formed upon lattices where groups of atoms take
the positions at each lattice point. Such added group of atom at each lattice point is called
the basis [8]. In other words, a crystal structure is constructed with basis taking over each
lattice points, as shown in Figure 2.1. All bases within one crystal have the same composition,
orientation and arrangement.
Figure 2.1: Adding basis to each lattice point forms crystal structure.
Left: lattice points; Centre: basis; Right: crystal structure.
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In a three-dimensional coordinate system, we define a lattice translation operation by
using a displacement described by translation vector
~T = u1~a1 + u2~a2 + u3~a3 (2.1)
where ~a1, ~a2, ~a3 are fundamental translation vectors and u2, u2, u3 are arbitrary integers.
At any point ~r′, the crystal looks the same as viewed from point ~r translated by vector ~T
~r′ = ~r + u1~a1 + u2~a2 + u3~a3 (2.2)
A lattice is described by the set of points ~r′ which defined by all sets of u1, u2, and
u3. A primitive cell is constructed by primitive translation vectors ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3, with the
smallest volume of |~a1 · ~a2× ~a3| enclosed. This volume contains only one lattice point; hence
the primitive cell is named a primitive unit cell [9]. For example, the lattice point at the
intersection of four primitive unit cells is considered to contain only one-fourth of lattice
point for each cell.
Therefore, the term “unit cell” is defined as a cell translated by multiples of the three
primitive translation vectors ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3. The major difference between a primitive unit
cell and a unit cell is that a primitive unit cell must contain one lattice point, while a unit
cell may contain more. Unit cells that contain more lattice point are called nonprimitive
cells. An example of primitive and nonprimitive unit cells is shown in Figure 2.2.
Expanding unit cells into three-dimension, a primitive unit cell contains one lattice point
distributed to each of its eight corners. Each corner contains 1/8 of a lattice point. A prim-
itive unit cell in three dimensions is indicated in Figure 2.3, where it is defined by three
primitive translation unit vectors ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3, and they do not need to be orthogonal with
each other. The angle between ~a2 and ~a3 is named α. Furthermore, β is defined as the angle
between ~a1 and ~a3, while γ is defined as the angle between ~a1 and ~a2.
We mainly focus on III-V materials in the scope of this thesis. The III-V materials
crystallize in the zinc blende crystal structure, as indicated in Fig 2.4. A zinc blende unit
cell contains 8 atoms from two different main group. For instance, in Fig 2.4, if the yellow
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Figure 2.2: Examples of a primitive unit cell (left) and a nonprimitive unit
cell (right). P = primitive unit cell; NP = nonprimitive unit cell.
Figure 2.3: Example of a three-dimensional cubic lattice. A primitive unit
cell is constructed by vectors ~a1, ~a2, and ~a3. α, β ,and γ are angles between
each two vectors.
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atoms represent group III atoms and the blue atoms represent group V atoms, two group
III atoms are located at the corners and two located at the faces, while four group V atoms
are located inside the unit cell. The zinc blende structure consists of two interpenetrating
face centred cubic (FCC) sublattice. The two sublattices consists of different atom species




4) along the cubic diagonal.
Figure 2.4: The zinc blende stucture of III-V semicontuctor materials.
2.2 Strain
Strain is produced at the interface between two crystal surfaces due to lattice mismatch
during crystal growth. If two identical unreconstructed surfaces are brought into contact,
the two surfaces can match because their surface orientation and lattice constant have no
difference with the other. The dangling bonds match perfectly with the new bonds. There-
fore, the two crystals are indistinguishable from each other [10]. If two different crystals are
brought into contact, the positions of atoms and bonds would not match. This mismatch
needs to be adjusted in order to form bonds between the two surfaces. Throughout the
adjustment, the unit cells are distorted and their dimensions change. Strain is a measure of
deformation representing the displacement between the dimension of the distorted unit cell
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relative to its undistorted original dimension.
Strain can be tensile or compressive. Tensile strain is created when the lattice constant
of the surface of the overlayer is smaller than the lattice constant of the layer below. The
overlayer tends to expand to match the lattice constant of the layer below. In contrast, a
conpressive strain occurs when the lattice constant of the overlayer is larger than that of the
substrate. The overlayer tend to contract to match the lattice constant of the substrate. A
schematic of tensile and compressive strain is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of tensile and compressive strain regarding a relaxed
layer.







where d is the lattice constant of the strained layer and d0 is the lattice constant of the
relaxed layer.
If the layer is fully strained, the in-plane strain can be expressed as:
8
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= aS − aL
aL
(2.4)
where aL is the lattice constant of the unstrained layer and aS is the lattice constant
of the substrate. The lattice constant of the in-plane strained layer should match that of
the substrate. Also, the vertical lattice constant can be expanded (for compressive strain)
or contracted (for tensile strain). The vertical strain εz can be expressed in terms of the
in-plane strains εx εy and the Poisson ratio ν:
εz = −(εx + εy)
ν
1− ν (2.5)
The distorted vertical lattice constant a⊥L can be expressed as [11]:
a⊥L = aL
1 + ν
1− ν − aS
2ν
1− ν (2.6)
The Poisson ratios and vertical lattice constants for the materials used in this project are
tabulated below [11][12].
Material Lattice Constant (Å) Poisson Ratio ν a⊥L on InAs substrate
InAs 6.05840 0.352 6.05840
AlSb 6.13550 0.317 6.20707
AlAs 5.66143 0.325 5.27916
InSb 6.47880 0.353 6.93754





Molecular Beam Epitaxy System
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a Veeco GEN 10 MBE System from a top-down
view. An ion pump is vertically attached to the centre of the Cluster Tools
Module. The four circle on the side of the CT are wafer storage positions,
while the two concentric circles are glass viewports. A cryogenic pump and
an ion pump are attached to the growth module. The parts sticking out are
actuators for effusion cell shutters. Retrieved from [12]. Also seen in [13].
A Veeco GEN 10 MBE system is used for all the growths in our laboratory. A schematic
of this MBE system is shown in Figure 3.1 [12]. The Veeco Gen 10 MBE system consists of
a Load Lock module (LL), a Cluster Tool module (CT), a Preparation Module (PM), and a
10
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Growth Module (GM). Effusion cells including As and Sb cracker cells are attached to the
side-bottom of the GM. In this chapter, we introduce the modules following the sequence of
wafer processing inside the system.
3.1 Load Lock, Preparation Module, and Cluster Tool
A Load Lock module serves as a wafer entrance to the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system.
It has a turbomolecular pump used for evacuating the LL after the LL is vented to atmo-
spheric pressure; and then it maintains the vacuum condition inside. The typical working
pressure inside our LL module is at the level of 10−8 Torr. After a substrate wafer is secured
within a substrate holder outside of the system, the wafer can be manually transferred onto
one of the eight shelves inside the LL at atmospheric pressure. The positions of those eight
shelves are precisely controlled by a motor to elevate or descend vertically so that the se-
lected shelf aligns with the opening port and the tunnel between LL and CT. A gate valve
is used to separate the vacuum environment between LL and CT. A Convectron gauge is
mounted near the venting/pumping port to measure the pressure on the pump side of the
gate valve, while an ion gauge is used to monitor the module pressure. After loading the
wafers into the LL and pumping it below 10−6 Torr, the temperature inside the LL chamber
is raised to around 200 ◦C for the first step outgassing. This step is to evaporate any mois-
ture left on the wafer and the wafer holder and other molecules that are volatile under 200 ◦C.
A Cluster Tool module serves as a wafer transferrer and storage. A robot arm with a
substrate holder catcher can precisely transfer the wafer to any of the modules or parking
positions within the CT. A total of 16 wafer parking positions are available inside the CT.
Wafers that are grown, to be grown, and waiting to be prepared are parked at these posi-
tions. The typical pressure inside the CT is around 10−11 Torr. This pressure is maintained
by an ion pump placed on the top of the CT.
After being picked up by the robot arm, the wafer is typically transferred to the Prepa-
ration Module from the LL or one of the storage locations for next-step outgassing. This is
the last step before the wafer enters the Growth Module.
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3.2 Growth Chamber
A Growth Module is a chamber that contains a substrate manipulator, effusion cells and
shutters, in-situ characterization tools, and vacuum pumps. Internal to the growth cham-
ber, there is a cryopanel which surrounds the manipulator and orifices of the effusion cells.
Through the cyropanel, the liquid nitrogen (LN2) is circulated to cool the surfaces down and
use the cooled surfaces to trap the contaminants. A schematic of an MBE growth chamber
is shown in Figure 3.2. Before transferring a wafer into the GM, another outgassing proce-
dure is conducted by heating up the substrate manipulator above growth temperature, and,
meanwhile, heating up those cells to be used in the growth. Performing the GM outgassing
is to minimize the contaminants remained on the substrate position, cells, and the chamber
walls. After the substrate has been outgassed for around two hours in the PM module,
the substrate manipulator temperature is cooled down to an idling temperature, while the
cells are cooled down to growth temperatures. Subsequently, molecular fluxes for the cells
are measured with a Beam Flux Monitor (BFM) to update the calibration of the the cell
temperatures. Once the new growth temperatures are integrated into the pre-defined growth
sequence (recipe), PM outgassed substrate can be transferred into the GM and placed in
the manipulator. The growth recipe, prepared ahead of the process, is then transferred to a
programmable logic controller (PLC) from Windows PC system, and the latter is controlling
the recipe. The recipe includes ramping the temperatures for the substrates and effusion
cells, operating cell shutters and cracker valves opening and closing, and substrate rotation.
Molecular beams are generated from heated elements contained in crucibles within the
effusion cells. Four effusion cells are used in this project: a dual filament cell with 60cc
pyrolitic boron nitride (PBN) conical crucible for Al, a 400g SUMO cell for In, a 500cc Marc
V As valved cracker cell, and a 200cc Mark V corrosive series Sb valved cracker cell. For
group III cells, the molecular beam flux exiting the cell is controlled by temperature of the
elements only. A group III element within the cell is held in a PBN crucible, and surrounded
by heater filaments. If the shutter is closed, the beam is blocked by the shutter and the vast
majority of flux is prevented from entering the growth chamber for group III effusion cells.
A schematic of a typical effusion cell is shown in Figure 3.4. The temperature of an In cell
is controlled by two heater filaments; one at the tip, the other at the base of the element
12
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of a typical growth chamber. Retrieved from [14]
container. The Al cell we used is also dual-filament; however the top filament is disabled to
keep the cell tip cooler, which prevents the Al from flowing out of the crucible. For As and
Sb cracker cells, a cracking zone is used to crack tetramic group V elements into dimeric
elements. For instance, the As4 molecules can be cracked into two As2 molecules. In this
project, we primarily used As2 for growth, and that requires the As cracking zone to be kept
at 900 ◦C. As4 has been used in mock growths in this project which requires the cracking
zone temperature to be kept at 650 ◦C. The As cell has a large bulk evaporator which is
kept at a constant temperature. For Sb cells, only one constant cracking temperature is used
to generate Sb2. The molecular flux of the group V elements is primarily controlled by the
valve. Also, a shutter for group V cells enables/disables molecular beams entering into the
growth chamber. In this project, we study the how As valve would affect the quality of the
grown InAs/AlSb superlattice structure.
Both As and Sb cracker cell ports are equipped with an extra flux collimating shield
(aperture) mounted on the LN2 cyropanel, effectively sealing off the port above the cell
and the shutter. The purpose of such apertures is to minimize the exposure of the growth
chamber to group V elements, leading to substantial reduction of material deposits on the
cryoshroud. For As cells, such aperture is expected to reduce substantially so called shutter
by-pass effect, where As molecules – as a result of non-unity sticking coefficient to the LN2
13
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of a beam collimation shield in Veeco GEN10 MBE
system. The beam collimating shield sits on the As cryopanel bay (not shown),
effectively containing As flux there, with exception of the direct beam needed
for the wafer growth.
shroud – would enter the growth chamber even in the presence of a closed shutter. Also, it
significantly reduces the As bouncing around in the chamber and related temporal variations
in As background pressure when closing and opening the As shutter and valve. A schematic
of a beam collimation shield is shown in Fig 3.3.
A manipulator heats up the substrate before the molecular beams are engaged. A motor
outside of the GM rotates the substrate during the growth. Prior to the start of the growth,
we perform the oxide desorption procedure. For InAs wafer, the substrate is ramped to a
higher temperature (500 ◦C) than the growth substrate temperature for 30 minutes. Mean-
while, we apply 2-3 times more As flux in the chamber than that of InAs growth. After the
oxide desorption, the shutters of the cells are opened/closed under computer control, which
allows molecular beams to reach the substrate and initiate the crystal growth.
Many physical surface processes take place on the substrate surface, including adsorp-
tion of impinging atoms, lattice incorporation of adsorbed atoms, surface migration and
dissociation, and thermal desorption of the unincorporated atoms. The impinging atoms
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of a SUMOTM effusion cell for Group III elements.
Retrieved from [14]
firstly interact with atoms that occupy the substrate crystal site, and then adsorption of
impinging atoms happens. Those adsorbed atoms continuously migrate along the surface;
and some of those atoms are incorporated into the crystal lattice, forming islands with other
impinging atoms or leaving the surface through thermal desorption. Figure 3.5 is a schematic
illustration of these process happen simultaneously on the substrate surface [15][16].
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the surface processes after atoms impinge onto the
substrate surface. Lattice incorporation, surface diffusion, surface aggrega-
tion, and thermal desorption happen simultaneously on the surface. Retrieved




4.1 In-situ Characterization Tools
4.1.1 Beam Flux Monitor
A beam flux monitor (BFM) is equipped with an ion gauge (IG) used to continuously
monitor the atomic and molecular flux in the form of beam equivalent pressure (BEP). An
ion gauge consists of a heating element that is an electron source, an electron-accelerating
grid and a collector for detecting ionized particles formed by collisions between the acceler-
ated electrons and the atoms inside the grid [17]. An illustration of an ion gauge is shown in
Figure 4.1. For III-V systems, the electron source is usually made of thoria (ThO2) coated
iridium (Ir) filaments; this is because the thorium has a very low work function. The tho-
ria coating lowers the work function for the electrons, so the electrons can leave without
excessive filament heating. Therefore, it minimizes the outgasssing in the chamber. Our
BFM is attached to a movable arm, which allows the BFM to move to the wafer position for
flux measurements before and after the growths and also allows the BFM to continuously
monitor the background pressure in the system at retracted position during the growth. The
BFM plays an important role in flux measurements and cell temperature calibrations in this
project.
4.1.2 Integrated Spectral Pyrometry (ISP)
For temperature monitoring during the growth of narrow band-gap materials such as
InAs, an integrated spectral pyrometry (ISP) technique developed in our group is used
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Figure 4.1: An ion gauge with a filament, a grid, and a collector. Adapted
from [18]
[19]. Because narrow bandgap materials have lower congruent sublimation temperature and
require lower growth temperatures than their wider bandgap counterparts, using single wave-
length pyrometers may cause problems such as poor signal-to-noise ratio or high instability of
temperature reading. The low signal-to-noise ratio is due to other infrared radiation sources
in the system which bounce around the pyrometer and perturb the measurements. More-
over, the ISP relies on using a fiber optic coupled InGaAs array spectrometer to integrate
the substrate thermal emission over a spectral range. Within this range, the substrate is
opaque to the radiation from the manipulator heater, and the signal received is attributed
to thermal radiation from the wafer. The spectral range of opacity for InAs is 900-1700 nm.
This integration technique significantly improves the signal-to-noise ratio at low temperature
for InAs/AlSb QCL growth on InAs substrate and vastly reduces the light interference effect
which exists for single wavelength pyrometers. Therefore, temperature monitoring in this
experiment is done by ISP technique. For calibration procedures, applications and details,
readers are directed to Ref.[19].
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4.1.3 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED)
Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) can be applied as an in-situ tech-
nique for characterizing the surface of crystal samples [20]. The main elements of a RHEED
gun are a high-energy electron gun and a fluorescent phosphorus screen. The electron gun
generates a high-energy electron beam that impinges at a small angle (around 2◦) relative to
the surface of the wafer. The impinging beam is then diffracted by the surface of the wafer,
creating diffraction pattern on the detector screen. RHEED can be used for identifying the
surface reconstruction.A schematic of RHEED pattern generation is indicated in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the formation of a RHEED pattern. The spacing
between the streaks is shown as l. Adapted from [21]
In the experiment related to this thesis, we used a RHEED system from Staib instru-
ments, Inc. For this system, the electron acceleration voltage is ranging from 0.5 to 15 kV,
and electron current from 0.01 to 100 µA. RHEED is used as a guide to optimizing growth
conditions for the InAs-based QCLs in our group, and the structures grown in this project
utilized the same conditions as other previously grown QCLs. Therefore, RHEED patterns in
these series of experiments are used as criteria to check the surface quality of growing wafers.
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4.2 Ex-situ Characterization Tools
4.2.1 Nomarski Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) Microscopy
The Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy was invented by Georges
Nomarski in 1955 [22]. It can be used to analyze the defects grown on the surfaces of semi-
conductors. Also, it is routinely used in the semiconductor industry for assessing morphology
of samples because of its vertical resolution in nanometer range while traditional optical mi-
croscopy is in micrometers [23]. In our Nomarski microscopy characterization of samples, a
Nikon Optiphot-66 connected to a SPOT digital camera is used. Examples of images taken
by Nomaski are shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.
4.2.2 High Resolution X-Ray Diffractometry
Bragg’s Law and X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction is a rapid analytical tool for characterizations of crystal structures. A
filtered monochromatic light from the cathode ray tube is generated and directed onto the
crystalline substance. The interaction between the incident monochromatic rays and the
parallel crystalline planes creates constructive interference when Bragg’s Law is satisfied.
The incident rays impinge onto different crystal planes and are diffracted. A difference in
optical path is therefore created and can be presented under Bragg’s law [24]:
2d sin θ = nλ (4.1)
where n is an integer, d is the spacing between two parallel crystal planes; the angle θ is
the incidence angle and λ is the X-ray wavelength. The incidence angle θ is known as the
Bragg angle when the Bragg’s Law is fulfilled. Therefore, the lattice constant can be deter-
mined by measuring the Bragg angle for a known X-ray wavelength. The diffractometer used
in our lab utilizes Kα1 line of copper, 1.54056 Å, generated by bombarding copper targer by
high-energy electrons. An illustration of X-ray diffraction on a crystal is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Impinging parallel X-rays beams interact with crystal substance.
The difference in optical path is d sin θ.
For utilizing the X-ray diffraction, a configuration used in our lab is referred to as the
High-Resolution X-ray Diffraction (HRXRD). The HRXRD apparatus used in this project
is Jordan Valley QC3. Also, for the HRXRD scans in this project, the ω − 2θ coupled scan
is used. The ω is the incident angle between the crystal surface and the impinging X-ray,
and the angle 2θ is the angle between the diffracted X-ray beam and the extension of the
incident beam, as shown in Fig 4.4. The coupled scan is a plot of X-ray intensity vs. 2θ that
varies 2θ and adjusts ω in order to make sure ω = 12 × 2θ + offset all the time.
4.2.3 Black-box Wafer Photography
The overall surface quality and defect locations for wafers can be checked directly using
a system developed in our group based on a high-resolution digital single-lens reflex (DSLR)
camera. The wafer is placed on top of a holder in the centre of a black box and a flashlight
flares vertically above the wafer. Also, the camera is placed around 45◦ to the surface of the
wafer, using a tripod. The beams from the flashlight undergo specular reflection at mirror-
like smooth areas, while diffuse reflection is generated at defect points. Those defect points
appear as bright dots in the image. The room light is switched off when taking the wafer
photos.
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Figure 4.4: A typical HRXRD configuration for ω − 2θ scan.
Figure 4.5: The set up of black-box wafer photography. A remotely con-
trolled flashlight is right on top of the wafer position. The DSLR camera is
angled around 45◦ from the normal of the wafer surface. The room is dark
when taking the photo.
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InAs/AlSb Superlattices used in
Quantum Cascade Lasers
5.1 Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCL)
The very first semiconductor laser was based on transitions between Landau levels biased
in a strong magnetic field [25]. The laser was firstly purposed by Lax in 1960 before the
invention of the diode laser. He assumed that observed transitions for bismuth using pulsed
magnetic fields did not correspond to intraband cyclotron resonance, but were interband
transitions [25].Two years later, the first diode laser was demonstrated by Hall et al [26].
The demonstration of diode laser drew the attention of global semiconductor community
to bandgap lasers, and a race for inventing the first diode laser continuous-wave (CW) op-
eration at room temperature was started. It was not until 1970 when the AlGaAs/GaAs
heterostructure laser in continuous-wave operation at room temperature was demonstrated
[27], and it was the mark of the development of diode lasers having reached maturity.
In the same year, Esaki and Tsu proposed in their seminal paper a concept of a super-
lattice, which formed an adjustable bandgap by repeated sequences of semiconductor layers
[28]. One year later in 1971, Kazarinov and Suris proposed that under the external electric
field, optical gain should be obtained for transitions between two-dimensional states in a
superlattice [29].
Quantum cascade lasers were first demonstrated by J. Faist et al. at Bell Lab in 1994
[30]. Different from ordinary diode lasers, QCL is based on one type of carrier and electronic
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Figure 5.1: A. Conduction band energy diagram of the active region and
injector from a 25-period section of a quantum cascade laser. B. Schematic
of the dispersion of the n=1, 2 and 3 states parallel to the layers. Retrieved
from [30]
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transitions between the states of conduction bands. Those transitions are due to size quan-
tization in semiconductor heterostructures. Therefore, the total combined density of states
of transitions and the corresponding gain spectrum was symmetric and narrow. Their laser
structure, which was Al0.48In0.52As − Ga0.47In0.53As heterojunction material system lattice
matched to indium phosphite (InP), was grown by MBE. Through careful optimization of a
sequence of 25 periods, each consisting of 3 quantum well active region and digitally graded
alloy, electrical pumped laser action was achieved. The motion of electrons, parallel to the
layers, as shown in Fig.5.1A, has plane wave-like energy dispersion. Also, the correspond-
ing energy subbands are nearly parallel. Electrons are able to make transitions to a lower
subband with photons emitted at a frequency, which corresponds to
hν = En − En−1 (5.1)
where h is Planck’s constant. Faist et al. observed the emission for n = 3 to n = 2
transition, and their measured emission wavelength was λ = 4.26µm.
Later in 1996, J. Faist et al. extended the quantum cascade laser operation to higher
temperature and a longer wavelength. They used similar GaInAs/AlInAs heterostructure
active region lattice matched to an InP substrate. This QCL was able to operate above room
temperature, and the wavelength range was extended to 11 µm [31]. Their work in 1998
expanded the QCL operation to a short wavelength of 3.5 µm at room temperature [32]. In
2004, J. Faist et al. demonstrated the quantum cascade lasers operating at terahertz region
[33]. These devices operated at a cryogenic temperature up to 55K and had the wavelength
ranging from 66 µm to 87 µm. Beck et al. in 2002 demonstrated their QCL CW operation
up to 312K. They used high-reflection coatings on both facets of the heterostructure. The
wavelength they obtained at 312K was 9.1µm [34].
5.2 InAs/AlSb based QCL
InGaAs/InAlAs grown lattice matched to InP and GaAs/AlGaAs grown on GaAs sub-
strate were two of the most popular structures for QCLs in the past decade. The conduction
band discontinuity for the lattice matched InGaAs/InAlAs on InP is ∆Ec = 520meV [35].
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Figure 5.2: Lattice constant vs. band gap for common semiconductor ma-
terials. The conduction band offset between InAs and AlSb shown in graph
is 1.35 eV. At Γ point, this band offset is up to 2.1 eV. The lattice constant
of InAs was 6.058Å, and for AlSb is 6.135Å. The difference is 1.3% between
them. Retrieved from [36].
In order to obtain a shorter wavelength, the conduction band discontinuity Ec had to be
increased. The larger band discontinuity of 2.1 eV could be achieved by growing InAs/AlSb
heterostructures, as shown in Fig5.2 [36]. Becker et al. in 2001 proposed that InAs/AlSb
heterostructures grown on GaSb could be used for quantum cascade structure to obtain las-
ing wavelength of 3-5 µm [35]. Also, due to the small electron effective mass m∗ = 0.023m0
(m0 is the rest mass of an electron) for InAs, a higher optical gain could be obtained for this
structure [37]. However, the growth of InAs/AlSb material system had been challenging be-
cause there are no common atoms between the two materials [38], and the As-Sb exchanges
at each interface need to be considered [39]. The lack of common atoms between the two
materials leads to In-Sb or Al-As bonds at the interfaces. Moreover, those bonds induce high
strain at each interface and affect the quality of grown QCL structure [4].
Dating back to 2003, Teisser et al. used a plasmonic waveguide with n+− InAs cladding
layers to obtain optical confinement for InAs/AlSb QCL. This QCL could operate at the
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temperature of 220K and emit 6.7 µm wavelength [39]. One year later, their InAs/AlSb QCL
was able to operate up to 300K, emitting near 4.5 µm with the help of high-performance
waveguides. Breakthroughs for InAs/AlSb QCLs were continuously reported in the following
years. In 2006, Baranov’s group achieved QCL wavelengths ranging from 3.5 µm to 3.65 µm,
corresponding to 140 K to 200K operation [40]. In 2007, they reported that their QCLs can
emit the wavelength of 2.97 µm near room temperature, and the wavelength was reported
as 2.75 µm at 80 K. This wavelength was the shortest one achieved for InAs/AlSb QCLs at
that time [41]. In 2010, Baranov’s group reduced carrier leakage into the L-valley of InAs
with their special design. As a result, they were able to obtain wavelengths as short as 2.63 -
2.65 µm, operating at around 175 K [1]. Baranov’s group reported that they achieved room
temperature CW operation in InAs/AlSb based QCLs up to 15 µm [2] and 11 µm at 320 K
[3], in 2016 and 2018, respectively. Those QCLs were the most recent InAs/AlSb reported
before the writing of this thesis. Their performance were thought to be limited primarily by
the interface scattering, which was a result from huge band offset of 2.1 eV and no atoms
in common. Also, we demonstrated recently InAs/AlSb QCLs at 3.55 µm operating up to
350 K in pulse mode [42]. Therefore, for InAs/AlSb material systems, further investigation
of the interfaces of the MBE growth structures was required for advancing QCL performance.
5.3 Strain in InAs/AlSb Multilayer Structures
For InAs/AlSb based QCLs, the AlSb barriers are just a couple of monolayers thick in
order to achieve coupling between adjacent InAs quantum wells. Therefore, the precision of
growing each layer should be at a sub-monolayer level [5]. The performance of InAs/AlSb
based QCLs is therefore influenced by properties of interfaces between the layers. However,
because of InAs and AlSb having no common atoms, Al-As bonds or In-Sb bonds necessarily
exist in the interfacial zones. The problem is that AlAs and InSb both have large misfit
with InAs, which is -6.6% and +6.9%, respectively. This may result in local distortions
and affect the device property because of the loss of structural quality and the change of
the band structure [43]. Moreover, because the structure is grown on the InAs substrate
and AlSb has larger lattice constant, without providing some opposite strain, the stress will
accumulate for thicker structures. Eventually, the accumulated stress may exceed the elastic
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limit and generate dislocations. Therefore, the strain needs to be compensated to achieve
the required InAs/AlSb superlattice (SL) thickness for Sb-based QCLs. Bauer et al. in 2010
inserted sub-monolayer AlAs layers to compensate the strain when using arsenic molecules
in tetrameric As4 form because of the reduced chemical reactivity of As4 compared to As2.
They also applied As2 to ensure a good ratio of interfacial Al-As and In-Sb bonds at the
heterointerfaces to achieve strain compensated InAs/AlSb superlattices [44].
Nicolai et al. in 2014 investigated the strain at InAs/AlSb interface with high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM). They demonstrated that compressive strains of AlSb grown on InAs could be com-
pensated by AlAs-rich interfaces. Meanwhile, the tensile strain produced by InAs grown on
AlSb could be compensated by forming InSb-rich interfaces. The reason for the formation
of ultrathin interfacial layers was beyond the previous understanding that InAs and AlSb
have no atoms in common. The fact that InAs and AlSb have no atoms in common was
not sufficient to explain why ultrathin interfacial layers were formed. The lattice distortion
examined in their research was different from the distortion due expected from the average
mismatch between InAs and AlSb [5].
In 2015, Nicolai et al. investigated the formation of strained interfaces of AlSb/InAs.
They identified a range of chemical composition of the strained interface, which was any
quaternary limited by AlAs, Al0.5In0.5As, AlAs0.16Sb0.84, and Al0.17In0.83As0.26Sb0.74. The
exact composition of the interfaces could not be derived from their analysis. However, they
showed that the interfaces were Al-rich in character [6]. They also showed that Al-As bonds
were most likely to appear on both InAs on AlSb interfaces and AlSb on InAs interfaces.
Additionally, it was proposed that Al-As type interface is more favored because of its high
thermal stability and bond energy. Later in 2016, Claveau et al. from A. Ponchet’s group
studied the InAs/AlSb interface elastic strain properties using Density Functional Theory
(DFT). Their calculations of strain via DFT agreed with the prediction of structures with
predominately Al-As interfaces [45].
In 2016, A. Ponchet’s group cooperated with Baranov’s group to investigate the extent of
InAs/AlSb interfaces. They performed strain and elemental analysis by applying atomically
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resolved Z-contrast images by high-angle annular dark-field imaging in a scanning transmis-
sion electron microscope (HAADF-STEM) [7]. They demonstrated a high content of Al-As
bonds at the interface. A strain of -6% was obtained at the InAs/AlSb interfaces; it was of
the same order of magnitude as they measured for perfect AlAs interfaces. However, they
still could not accurately provide the exact value of strain because of abrupt strain variations
[7].
In 2017, T. Zerderbauer et al. demonstrated that incorporation of Sb into AlxIn1−xAsySb1−y
was strongly dependent on temperature and growth rates [15]. Also, the quality of the ma-




In the experimental growths involving the As cell, we observed that it took a few seconds
for As pressure to drop to the background pressure after shutter closure. Also, the arsenic
background, which was higher after only closing the As shutter rather than closing both
shutter and valve, may suggest that the As shutter mainly cut off the direct As beam from
reaching the substrate, while some As may bypass the As shutter and still reach the substrate.
In this chapter, the procedures and analyses of experimental growths are introduced to show
that excess As content may be incorporated unintentionally at the InAs/AlSb interfaces
and into AlSb layers, effectively forming AlAsySb1−y layers in the growth of InAs/AlSb
superlattices. Due to the bouncing As in the chamber, we suspected that the excess As
within the first AlSb monolayers may follow an exponential decay pattern or an abrupt
drop; this needed to be verified from the analyses of the growths. Furthermore, there was
limited research on As displacing Sb in AlSb layers. Also, there was no observed literature
on the effect of the arsenic bypass in the chamber and its possible effect on the interfacial
composition. Therefore, a gap in the literature existed in regards to the strain in the interface,
attributed to the arsenic bypass, which resulted in unintentional As incorporation in AlSb
layers. However, our experimental result and analysis in Chapter 6 and 7 supported the idea
above.
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6.1 First-stage Mock Recipe Executions – As Flux By-
pass the As Shutter
Al-As bonds were suspected to be the primary cause of interfacial strains in InAs/AlSb
heterostructures [5][6][7][45]. Excess As at the interfaces may cause Al-As bonds outnumber
In-Sb bonds. Normally, the structure would be compressively strained because the lattice
constant of AlSb is larger than that of InAs. As a result, the excess As may be beneficial for
compensating the overall strain in the structure. Furthermore, previous research by XRD
simulation from our group suggested that As displaced some of the Sb in AlSb layers. How-
ever, the location of the extra As was not clear. The extra As could be evenly distributed,
forming AlAsySb1−y/InAs, or located only at the interfaces, forming InAs/AlAs/AlSb with
slightly less than 1 ML of AlAs [12].
We were trying to investigate why there was more As in InAs based QCLs than expected.
Typically for such structures, switching between InAs and AlSb layers is done by closing one
set of shutters while opening the other, without changing the setting for the cracker cells
valves positions. Closed shutter is very effective in blocking Sb flux, since these molecules
stick very effectively to all cold surfaces. However, this is not the case for arsenic molecules.
Furthermore, during growths, the BFM was retracted. As a result, we were unable to know
the corresponding molecular flux at substrate position during actual growths. Therefore, in
order to evaluate the residual As flux reaching the substrate with the As valve closed, we
positioned the BFM ion gauge at the front of the substrate manipulator. In this mock recipe
execution, there was no need to grow an actual structure because only the data of beam
equivalent pressure reading from BFM was needed. Hence, we did not use an InAs wafer as
we normally do for growing InAs/AlSb heterostructure. Instead, a silicon wafer was placed
at the substrate location as a dummy wafer.
Except for the wafer, we were trying to set the conditions for the mock recipe executions
close to real InAs/AlSb growth. The substrate temperature was set to around 420 ◦C. The
In and Al cell temperatures were adjusted to 766.8 ◦C and 1076.8 ◦C, respectively, to achieve
a growth rate of 1Å/s for both InAs and AlSb. The dimeric form of As2 was used by setting
up the As cell cracking zone temperature to 900 ◦C. The Sb cell cracking zone temperature
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was set to 950 ◦C and bulk evaporator temperature 530◦C. The As (for As2 only) and Sb
bulk evaporator temperatures were fixed for all growths related to the topic of this thesis.
We measured three shutter-valve configurations, allowing for stabilization of the readings,
with BFM inserted in front of the wafer position and BFM retracted. The readings were









BFM inserted 4.05E-7 1.16E-9 4.52E-8
BFM retracted 2.7E-8 6.01E-10 2.90E-9
Table 6.1: BFM readings at inserted and retracted position for three different
valve and shutter configurations. Plotted in Fig 6.1
For comparison and visualization, the As flux that BFM reads were plotted as a bar
chart in Fig 6.1. Comparing the bar group 1 and 3 in the chart, we observed that closing
the As shutter as we conventionally do in the growth decreases the As flux to around 11.2%
of its flux during growth. Even with a beam collimating shield, which effectively reduces As
bouncing in the chamber and As background pressure temporal variations, installed on the
As cryopanel bay in our MBE system, such 11% shutter bypass As flux was still significant.
Comparing the bar group 2 and 3, closing the As valve and shutter simultaneously was 40
times more effective in eliminating As from the chamber than closing the As shutter with-
out closing the As valve. The flux reading after closing both the As shutter and valve was
around 0.28% of its flux during growth. The flux readings when BFM retracted could not
provide direct information for As flux at wafer position and it was listed for comparison only.
To conclude, there was still a significant amount (11.2%) of As flux remained at the
substrate position if the As cracker valve was left open when the shutter was closed. The
remaining As flux can be drastically reduced if As cracker valve was also closed.
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Figure 6.1: Arsenic flux at the two BFM positions under different valve and
shutter settings in logarithmic scale. Black bars were BFM readings when
BFM is inserted into the system near the growth position. Grey bars were
BFM readings at retracted position
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In shutter, As shutter & valve
open. Sb shutter and valve
closed
8.12E-7
In shutter, As shutter & valve
open after closing Al, Sb shut-
ters; Sb valve left open
8.02E-7
Al shutter, Sb shutter & valve
open after closing In, As shut-
ters; As valve left open
1.54E-6
Al shutter, Sb shutter & valve
open after closing In, As shut-
ters; As valve closed
1.51E-6
After closing Al shutter, Sb
shutter & valve. None left
open
6.78E-9
Table 6.2: Tests for influence on flux when changing Sb and As valve settings.
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Before investigating whether leaving the As valve open when growing AlSb would affect
the flux at substrate position, we needed to determine whether Sb shutter was effective in
eliminating Sb flux in the chamber. Another mock recipe execution was conducted to answer
these questions; and corresponding BFM values are recorded in the table below (Table 6.2):
In the first two rows from Table 6.2, the two flux values mainly consist of In and As flux.
The readings showed that when Sb valve is left open but shutter closed, the BFM ion gauge
reading was lower than closed Sb valve by 1.0E-8. There was no increment in BEP after Sb
valve was open behind the closed Sb shutter. The difference in reading might result from
the stabilization process of the As flux and was within the noise range of the BFM. Because
the arsenic BEP detected by the BFM tends to rise slowly over time as the absorption and
reflection/re-emission from the growth chamber surfaces approach the equilibrium, readings
could be sightly different at different points of time. Also, Sb has tendency to act as adsorp-
tion pump that deposits on cold surfaces in the chamber wall and the ports where the cells
are located. This could reduce the BFM reading. We may infer that leaving Sb valve open
when growing InAs should not affect the combined In and As flux. Moreover, leaving Sb
valve open was what we conventionally do for all growths involving alternations of As and Sb.
Comparing the third and fourth rows from Table 6.2, we observed a difference around
3E-8 Torr between the open As valve during AlSb growth and the closed valve, while the
background (indicated in the last row) was only 6.78E-9 Torr which was small comparing to
the difference. This difference may be attributed to the open As valve. If this was the case,
As content may be incorporated into the interfacial monolayer, or even deeper throughout the
AlSb layer. Therefore, we had reason to hypothesize that the extra strain at the interfaces
of InAs/AlSb was due to extra As. Also, the extra As may be unintentionally incorporated
into the AlSb layers, forming AlAsxSb1−x/InAs. The actual amount of As incorporation was
yet to be determined in the following experiments. Furthermore, it was unclear that the
unintentionally incorporated As was evenly distributed or followed some decay pattern.
For the first-stage mock recipe executions, when BFM was inserted, Al and Sb cell
shutters were opened right after the As shutter was closed. Moreover, because the total flux
of Al + Sb was larger than that of In + As, no As flux decay was observed. Therefore,
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to further observe and verify the As flux decay pattern with BFM inserted, and to further
investigate the influence of the As valve settings, several separate As flux tests were desired.
6.2 Second-stage Mock Recipe Executions – As Flux
Temporal Dependence
We designed another series of mock recipe executions to investigate the As temporal
behaviour after the As beam was interrupted at BFM inserted position. We intended to
isolate As beam by using As cell only; however, this did not accurately represent the real
growths where In and As cell were both at growth temperatures. Therefore, we need to
test whether the In cell temperature will affect the As flux decay. Two As flux tests were
performed using dimeric form As2 at substrate temperature 420 ◦C, one with In cell at the
growth temperature and the other with In cell at idling temperature. The comparison and
curve fitting results were shown in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.2.
From the fitting results, the simplified fitting function when In cell was at growth tem-
perature yielded:
y = 5.03× 10−8 + 3.51× 10−7 exp (−1.202x) (6.1)
The simplified fitting function for As flux decay when In cell was at idling temperature
yielded:
y = 4.35× 10−8 + 3.70× 10−7 exp (−1.743x) (6.2)
There is no significant difference between these two functions. The starting point and
offset were within the range of BFM ion gauge reading fluctuation. The former function
with In cell at growth temperature decays slightly slower than the latter function with In
cell at idling temperature; however, this difference is not large enough to show that In cell
at growth temperature helped to slow down the BFM ion gauge reading decay. Hence, we
could not conclude from the comparison whether closed In cell temperature would affect the
BFM ion gauge reading when the As shutter was open. However, to be consistent with the
real growth conditions, we decided to keep In cell temperature at the growth temperature
in the next several mock recipe executions.
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Figure 6.2: Fitted exponential decay function when closing the As shutter
with BFM inserted for In cell at growth temperature
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Figure 6.3: Fitted exponential decay function when closing the As shutter
with BFM inserted for In cell at idling temperature
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Figure 6.4: BFM ion gauge output for As2 and As4 with valve open/close
plotted via semi-log graph. It takes about 1.4s for the As valve to be com-
pletely closed. The BFM background not related to arsenic is 1.1×10−8 Torr
(shaded area). The shaded area is roughly 3% of As2 growth flux. As4 data
in the lower pane is provided for comparison.
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Another issue for fitting the curve was that the growth-monitoring logger takes one
reading from BFM analog signal every 2 seconds; however, the most significant part of As
exponential decay lasted less than 2 seconds. With the growth rate of 1Å/s, in two seconds,
2Å thick of AlSb could be grown; and this was roughly 2/3 of one monolayer of AlSb. The
remaining As flux within that 2 seconds may be incorporated into the monolayer. Therefore,
we need to investigate these two seconds of As temporal dependence. A sufficiently fast
sampling rate was required for data acquisition. To solve this issue, we used a digital storage
oscilloscope to convert the input analog signal into a digital recording of the amplitude of
the signal at each sample time. The sampling interval has been improved to 2 ms. Observed
exponential decay patterns had become much smoother during the mock recipe executions.
We obtained four exponential decay patterns from dimeric As2 and tetrameric As4 after
closing the As shutter with the As valve open and closed using the storage oscilloscope.
After mapping the voltage output of the BFM ion gauge controller to the pressure read-
ings, we recorded the pressure reading versus time for the initial 10 seconds of the BEP at
the substrate position. This was synchronized with the action of closing the As shutter only
and also with the action of closing the As shutter and the valve simultaneously. For this
experiment both As2 and As4 were tested; however, only As2 was used for InAs well growth
in this work. The results are shown in Fig 6.4.
After closing the As shutter and the associated initial rapid decline, the bypass As flux
settled at a significantly lower value for As valve closed than opened. However, even with a
closed As valve, the flux was still above the background at the end of the 10s interval. The
rate of the initial flux decline for As4 is clearly lower than that of As2. This is expected in
view of the higher reactivity of dimers compared to tetramers. It should be noted that the
shutter closing action lasts less than 100 ms for both cases, however, the As valve takes about
1.4s to fully close from the settings used in the experiment. These two distinct actions, valve
and shutter closures, are reflected in the temporal flux variations which is particularly clear
for the case of As2. These results show that during typical growth conditions, i.e. using As2
and keeping As valve opened when growing AlSb, the rapid decline of As flux takes place
well within the time needed to grow the first AlSb monolayer (about 3s), which is followed
by a relatively steady unintentional As bypass flux. We can therefore expect that this will
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result in an enrichment of InAs/AlSb interface with arsenic during QCL growth and then
growth of AlAsSb ternary alloy instead of the intended AlSb binary. The exact levels of
surplus arsenic at the interface and the following AlAsSb barrier cannot be assessed from
this experiment alone. Indeed, the competition between As and Sb during AlAsSb growth
is not well understood, other than it depends strongly on the exact growth conditions [15].
After two minutes when the background was stabilized, we measured the background to
be 1.1 ×10−8 Torr, which is indicated in the figure as the shaded area. However, because this
background was measured not long after the shutter closing, it tended to decrease slowly
overtime. Eventually, after a few hours, the BEP was expected to decrease to the value
corresponds to the background in 6.2 (6.78 ×10−9 Torr), or may eventually lower to the
background in 6.1 (1.16 ×10−9 Torr). Nevertheless, the final background pressure might be
different from time to time.
To further our understanding of the effect of the residual As flux has on nominal InAs/AlSb
heterostructures, another set of experiments was performed, using the InAs/AlSb periodic
design. By characterizing the strain distribution in the growth samples, the As distribution
inside the barrier can be estimated.
6.3 Experimental Setup of the Real Growths
We had confirmed that the residual BEP for the case of the closed As valve and shutter
(1.16 ×10−9 Torr) was roughly 2.6% compared to the residual pressure with the open As
valve and closed shutter (4.52×10−8 Torr). Also, the latter residual pressure (4.52×10−8
Torr) was 11.2% of the As growth pressure (3.33×10−7 Torr), as previously stated in Fig 6.1.
Therefore, there was a high probability that both the InAs/AlSb interface monolayers and
the AlSb barrier were affected by the As valve settings. Hence, we designed three samples
for MBE growth, which were labelled as Sample A, Sample B, and Sample C, respectively.
All of the three samples were grown on quarter 2-inch n+(S) InAs (100) wafers from
Wafer Technology Ltd., and they were from the same wafer batch. The target structure
was 200Å/150Å InAs/AlSb superlattices with 5 repeats grown on a 2000Å InAs buffer layer.
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Since some of the contaminants were left on the surface after oxide desorption, growing a
2000Å buffer layer should effectively bury the contaminants and smooth out the layer surface
after the oxide desportion. The layer dimensions and number of repeats were optimized to
maximize information about the strain distribution in each period, which can be derived
from dynamical simulations of the HRXRD data. The detailed schematic is listed below







doped substrate N/A N/A
Table 6.3: Structual schematic for all Sample A, B, and C
The three samples were grown at nominally identical growth conditions, other than the
arsenic valve setting during AlSb deposition. The substrate temperature was set to 420◦C,
which was monitored precisely by the integrated spectral pyrometry (ISP). The growth rate
for both InAs buffer layer and InAs and AlSb superlattice was 1Å/s. Also, to ensure that
the growth of InAs is stoichiometric, the fluxes for As and Sb were both set at values giving
V/III flux ratio of 2, where the ratio of 1 means the minimum group V flux ensuring group
V rich surface reconstruction. After several measurements and calibration, the target As
flux was obtained by setting the As valve to 82. In the growths of all three samples, the
As valve was maintained at 82 when growing InAs layers, and it was varied only during the
AlSb layers deposition.
For Sample A, the As valve was left open during the growth of AlSb layers, as done
in a conventional growth of InAs/AlSb QCL active layers. The activation of As flux was
controlled by the As shutter only.
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For Sample B, during the AlSb layers growths, the As valve setting was reduced to
achieve an 80% As flux reduction. To find that valve setting prior to the growth, we ini-
tially calculated the 20% of the target As flux. Then, with an open As valve and shutter,
we gradually reduced the As flux from target flux at the wafer position until 20% of target
flux was reached. We recorded the corresponding As valve setting, which was 24 in our
case. This value was the As valve setting we would reduce to when growing AlSb layers for
Sample B. In other words, we maintained the As setting of 82 when growing InAs layers, re-
duced the As valve to 24 when growing AlSb layers, and then back to 82 again for InAs layers.
For Sample C, the As valve was fully closed during AlSb growth. For both Sample B
and C, the As valve closing process was triggered simultaneously with the closure of the
As shutter, while the valve opening process was triggered 1.5 seconds before the As shutter
opening trigger. This ensured a fixed valve position during the entire InAs growth.
Before growing the buffer layer, the native oxide was desorbed from InAs substrate by
annealing it at 500◦C for 20 minutes under excess As flux, which was 2 to 3 times more than
the As flux during growth (As valve setting 250 for these three growths). The use of excess
As flux was to prevent the preferential As evaporation from the substrate and stabilizing the
surface. Moreover, since the background pressure in the system monitored by the retracted
BFM tended to rise over time for a given As flux, the time until the BFM ion gauge reading
to be steady could be long. In these three growths, we explored a novel method to shorten
the BEP stablization time under As flux measured by the retracted BFM. Instead of waiting
for the BEP to rise from the background, we opened the As valve to a much higher setting
for As pre-saturation. At this point, the BEP was still rising but it was much higher than the
steady BEP that we desired. Then, the As valve setting was lowered to our growth setting
(82) and the substrate temperature was ramped back to 420◦C. With the valve lowered to
the desired settings, the measured BEP dropped down to the desired level and remained at
that pressure level. As a result, the desired As equilibrium pressure used for the growths
was much quicker to reach.
After checking that both the desired substrate temperature and As flux were reached,
the RHEED electron gun was engaged and the detector screen was opened. The substrate
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was rotating at a speed of 1/3 revolutions per second.The RHEED camera were triggered at
four different azimuths: 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 180◦, where 0◦ was aligned with (110) and 90◦ was
aligned with (110). At this point, the growth of the buffer layer began. An As-rich surface
reconstruction of (2×4) was observed for all the three samples. An example of RHEED
pattern taken from Sample C InAs buffer layer growth is shown in Figure 6.5.
(a) Sample C RHEED Image at
(110)
(b) Sample C RHEED Image at
(1̄10)
Figure 6.5: RHEED patterns taken during InAs buffer layer growth
for Sample C. InAs(001)-(2×4) reconstruction was observed.
The substrate was cooled down after the growth process was completed. The In and Al
fluxes were rechecked and the cells calibration parameters were updated from post-growth
flux measurements. The Sb flux was also measured for the three samples to check for con-
sistency before and after growths. A summary and comparison of Sample A, B, and C were
tabulated below (Table 6.4):
After the fluxes of the cells were checked, temperatures of the cells were cooled down to
idling temperature. Thereafter, the wafer could be removed from the GM and transferred
to the LL for removal from the system. Further characterization including Normaski DIC
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9.954 E-7 9.86 E-7 9.79 E-7
Table 6.4: Summary and comparison for Sample A, B, and C. BFM readings
at retracted position for As during the growths are included. BFM readings
at inserted position for Sb before and after the growths are also included.
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microscopy, HRXRD, and black-box wafer imaging were done once the grown wafers have





The growth results in this section are presented through images from Nomarski mi-
croscopy and black-box direct wafer photography for surface morphology examining. Struc-
tural characterization was done using High-resolution X-ray Diffraction.
7.1.1 Nomarski Microscopy and Black-box Wafer Photography
For most part of the three samples, Nomarski microscopy images presented satisfactory
morphology. The number of defects per unit area was relatively low, and the surface un-
der ×40 objective magnification was very smooth. Several images were taken for all three
samples, as shown in Fig 7.1. The images of Sample A and B were captured from the wafer
centre while the images of Sample C were taken near the edge of the wafer. From the overall
smooth surfaces, it can be inferred that the growth conditions were well optimized. However,
we observed several areas of roughness for all the three samples. Those rough areas were
located only at the corners of the cleaved quarter wafer. The surface roughness was confined
to a circular area, and the morphology shifted from smooth to rough at the boundary of the
circular area, as shown in Fig 7.2. A boundary dividing rough area and smooth area can be
clearly seen in Fig 7.2. The roughness was most likely caused by a strong thermal gradient
in the corner areas. We avoided the rough areas in HRXRD characterizations.
The black-box images of the three samples were taken with a DSLR camera. For all
Sample A, B, and C, rough areas can be observed at the corners of the quarter-circle growth
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(a) Sample A ×5 (b) Sample A ×40
(c) Sample B ×5 (d) Sample B ×40
(e) Sample C ×5 (f) Sample C ×40
Figure 7.1: Nomarski images for Sample A, B, and C at × 5 and × 40
magnifications
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(a) Sample A Rough Area ×50
(b) Sample A Transition from Rough Area to Smooth
Area. ×400
Figure 7.2: An example of a rough area under Nomarski for Sample A.
The surface was rough at top-left of these two images and was smoother at
bottom-right.49
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areas (see Fig 7.3). All of the bright rough areas were not covering up the full corner and
usually leave a small margin to the wafer edge because the wafer holder blocks a small part
of the edge of a quarter wafer. Molecular beams can only reach the unblocked area, where
growth happens. The shiny group of dots on Sample A and B were defect groups, where
defect sizes were large and often appear as holes under Nomarski microscopy.
(a) Sample A Black Box Image (b) Sample B Black Box Image (c) Sample C Black Box Image
Figure 7.3: Comparison among black box images of the three wafer
surfaces. Shiny points indicates defect spots. Bright rings indicates
rough areas around the corners.
7.1.2 HRXRD Scanning Result
From the Nomarski images and the photos of the wafers, we can only infer that growth
conditions were well optimized. We were to investigate the interfacial strain and that requires
HRXRD scanning and fitting. The three samples were characterized by HRXRD using ω−2θ
coupled scan in 004 reflection using a Jordan Valley QC3 HRXRD system. The dynamical
XRD simulations were done using the RADS software package. The x-ray monochromator
of CuKα1 was used for all the three samples. The Bragg angle for the substrate reflection
peak was 30.5687◦. Therefore, the zero point of the ω − 2θ angle on the x-axis in Fig 7.4
corresponds to 30.5687◦. The scanning range for ω−2θ coupled scan was selected from -5000
to 5000 arcsec. The intensity of diffracted x-ray was relatively low and noisy for angles far
from the substrate. Therefore, the scanning range of ±5000 was optimal. Fig 7.4 shows
the high-resolution x-ray diffraction patterns for Sample A, B, and C, and the simulated
InAs/AlSb structure with balanced interfacial strains (i.e. assuming no strained interfacial
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layers between InAs and AlSb). The zero-order reflection peak position were found from
optimized simulations using the Bragg equation sinθ = nλ2〈a〉 , where 〈a〉 was the weighted
average lattice constant of the superlattice.
We traced the SL peaks of the same order, and it is seen that the tensile strain, resulting
from unintentional displacement of Sb by As atoms, shifts the SL peaks to higher angles.
This brings the 0th order reflection closer to the InAs substrate reflection, effectively helping
to compensate compressive strain in the nominal AlSb barriers.
Figure 7.4: XRD scanning results and comparison among Sample A (black),
B (blue) and C (red). Strain in the superlattice increases as the level of
background As flux increases. The arrows map corresponding SL peaks.
As discussed in the previous section, the AlSb layers in Sample A were grown with a fully
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opened As valve behind the closed shutter and were expected to have the largest excess of
AlAs bonds at the InAs/AlSb interfaces and the highest As composition in what effectively
were AlAsSb barriers. The amount of As displacing Sb at both InAs interfaces and AlAsSb
barriers is expected to be reduced for Sample B because the As flux was reduced by 80%
when depositing AlSb, as a result of partial valve closure. Finally, the peaks for Sample
C, grown with fully closed As valve during AlSb deposition, are shifted to higher angles
by only small amount compared to nominal InAs/AlSb structure below it, indicating that
displacement of Sb by As was strongly reduced there. Nevertheless, this shows that even
with the As valve fully closed during AlSb growth, some displacement of Sb by As may be
happening at the InAs/AlSb interface or in the barrier layers, most likely as a result of a
final time needed to close the As shutter.
The ω − 2θ coupled scan probes a small 1D section of the 3D reciprocal space of the
crystalline structure of our samples. Such reciprocal lattice is effectively a Fourier transform
of the 3D electron distribution in the probed volume. The longer is such 1D scan in the
reciprocal space, the finer is the probed volume in the real space. For the symmetrical 004
reflection such scan carries information about the lattice planes spacing along the growth
direction. To obtain information about the average vertical strain in our superlattice, the
scan needs to capture only the 0th order reflection and the main substrate peak. To gain
quantitative information about the structure’s period, the scan has to be at least of the
length equals to the spacing between superlattice reflections, which in our case would require
a scan range of about 550 arcsec. Since the scan range used in our experiments is equal to
10,000 arcsec, we expect it to give us an insight into the strain distribution in our structure
with a resolution of about 20Å. This resolution is not sufficient to reveal the detailed strain
distribution at the interfaces. However, based on the As bypass flux experiments described
earlier, we know that this unintentional As incorporation will lead to an uniform tensile
strain contribution in the barriers and an excess of AlAs bonds over InSb bonds at the
InAs/AlSb interfaces. Consequently, in the dynamical XRD simulations discussed below, in
order to obtain the best fit to the data, the only deviations from the nominal structure we
considered is the fraction of AlAs bonds at the InAs/AlSb interface and the As content in
the barrier.
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7.2 XRD simulations
7.2.1 XRD fitting for As-induced strain
Based on the argument outlined above, for each of the three structures we assumed that
the AlSb/InAs interface remained strain-balanced, while As displaced Sb from bonds only
at InAs/AlSb interfaces and in AlSb barriers. The total surplus tensile strain caused by
such displacement shifts the 0th order superlattice reflection to higher diffraction angles. In
principle, the shift needed to align experimental and simulated diffractograms could be ac-
complished by assuming that As displaces Sb only at InAs/AlSb interfaces.
To test such scenario, we performed dynamical simulation for Sample A using one mono-
layer of (AlAs)x(InSb)1−x at the InAs/AlSb interfaces. By setting the AlAs bond fraction x
to 0.82, we were able align the SL reflection peaks, however, the peaks envelope, as shown
in Fig 7.5, is incorrect. The intensities of simulated SL peaks are off by orders of magni-
tude from the HRXRD data. It is clear that HRXRD data could not be explained with the
As displacing Sb only at InAs/AlSb interfaces. Attempts to distribute such excess of AlAs
bonds between both InAs/AlSb and AlSb/InAs interfaces did not lead to a noticeable im-
provement, confirming the conclusion from our shutter bypass measurements that As must
be also present in the nominally As-free barrier region.
Consequently, we tried to fit the HRXRD data with As incorporated AlSb layers and
one As-rich interfacial monolayer. With As incorporated, AlAsySb1−y layers was used in
the model to replace AlSb layers. Also, one monolayer of (AlAs)x(InSb)1−x was used in the
interface to provide better alignment for the SL peak envelopes.
Using this model after careful adjustment of excess As locations, excellent XRD fittings
for all three samples could be obtained. The detailed structure of the simulated models are
tabulated in Table 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, for Sample A, B, and C, respectively. The comparisons
between the actual data and simulated data are plotted in Figure 7.6a, 7.7a, and 7.8a, for
Sample A, B, and C, respectively. The plots indicating a change in As composition are
illustrated in Figure 7.6b, 7.7b, and 7.8b, for Sample A, B, and C, respectively.
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Figure 7.5: XRD dynamic simulation result for Sample A if extra As only






InAs substrate N/A N/A
Table 7.1: XRD simulation structure for Sample A
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InAs substrate N/A N/A






InAs substrate N/A N/A
Table 7.3: XRD simulation structure for Sample C
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(a) XRD scan results of Sample A compared to simulation results.
Blue: HRXRD scan result. Red: Simulated XRD data using Table
7.1
(b) As composition vs. layer thickness for Sample A
Figure 7.6: XRD fitting for Sample A and the As composition within the
superattice
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(a) XRD scan results of Sample B compared to simulation results.
Blue: HRXRD scan result. Red: Simulated XRD data using Table
7.2
(b) As composition vs. layer thickness for Sample B
Figure 7.7: XRD fitting for Sample B and the As composition within the
superattice
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(a) XRD scan results of Sample C compared to simulation results.
Blue: HRXRD scan result. Red: Simulated XRD data using Table 7.3
(b) As composition vs. layer thickness for Sample C
Figure 7.8: XRD fitting for Sample C and the As composition within the
superattice
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For Sample A, which used the conventional growth procedure with As valve open, the
As was incorporated into the entire AlSb layer, forming AlAs0.068Sb0.932 even with the beam
collimating shield in place. The unintentionally incorporated As composition is as high as
6.8%. Moreover, the interfacial monolayer between InAs and AlSb, (AlAs)0.90(InSb)0.10, was
found to be almost entirely of Al-As character, with Al-As to In-Sb bond ratio of 9:1.
For Sample B, in which the As valve was lowered to the setting of 20% of its growth flux,
a much smaller amount of As was incorporated within AlSb layers. The AlSb layers were
found to be AlAs0.014Sb0.986, i.e. with unintentional As composition at 1.4%. The As com-
position for Sample B was 20.6% of that of Sample A. This is consistent with throttling of
the As flux down to 20% during AlSb deposition.The interfacial monolayer was still As-rich
but with slightly lower As content. The ratio between Al-As bond and In-Sb bond was 5.67:1.
For Sample C, no As was incorporated into the AlSb layers. However, the interface still
needed to be As-rich to explain the total strain in the structure. Again, this was consistent
with the observation of As flux presence after simultaneously closing As shutter and valve in
the flux bypass experiment. Nonetheless, closing As valve along with the shutter effectively
limited the As incorporation into AlSb layers.
The XRD fittings overall demonstrated well that even with the beam collimating shield
in place, which reduces the As bouncing around in our MBE system, the As was uninten-
tionally incorporated into the AlSb layers and InAs/AlSb interfaces. Arsenic flux bypass
effect could be more significant for an MBE system without the beam collimation shield.
This extra As was the cause of the excess strain in the superlattice structure. The HRXRD
data from the three samples were well explained by optimized dynamical simulations.
7.2.2 Possible Exponential Decay Pattern for incorporated As within
AlSb Layers
Recall that in Chapter 6.1, we hypothesized that the As might be incorporated within
AlSb barriers, and decreases exponentially along the layer growth direction. For fitting the
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XRD data of the three samples with graded layers, the lamellae function in the Jordan
Valley RADS software was used. This function may separate one layer into a maximum of
200 individual layers; and if the layer was ternary or quaternary, the compositions of the
elements could be defined to follow customized functions. For simulations including the As
content exponential decay for the three samples, an exponential decay function was obtained
from the second-stage mock recipe executions in section 6.2. Thereafter, we fitted the data
for As2 decay acquired by the oscilloscope, using a two-term exponential decay function.
The fitting result for closing As shutter and leaving the valve open was plotted in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9: Fitting result of As exponential decay function for closed As
shutter and open As valve, data acquired from the oscilloscope
From the fitting result, we converted the fitted function from beam equivalent pressure
(BEP) vs. time to As composition y vs. relative thickness Zr , assuming the growth rate of
1 Å/s and As composition in the AlAsySb1−y layers was proportional to the BFM readings.
The As composition ranges from 0 to 1 and the relative thickness also ranges from 0 to 1.
For instance, for a 150Å layer, the relative thickness Zr at 150Å should be 1 and at 75Å
should be 0.5. We assumed that the As incorporation rate was 1 Å/s because the In and Al
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flux was set to grow at 1 Å/s for both InAs and AlSb growths. In this way, we obtained the
relationship between the thickness of the AlSb layer and the As composition y for the case
of As valve open and shutter closed (Sample A):
y = exp(−414.9Zr) + 0.0521 exp(−26.3Zr) (7.1)
where Zr was in Å.
Material Thickness As Composition Repeat
AlAsySb1−y 145.13Å Equation 7.2
5(AlAs)0.90(InSb)0.10 2.87Å(1ML) 0.90
InAs 202Å 1
InAs 2000Å 1 1
InAs substrate N/A N/A N/A
Table 7.4: XRD simulation structure with exponential decay As composition
for Sample A
The two-term exponential decaying function would start from the As composition in the
interfacial monolayer and end at the incorporated As composition in the barrier. In this
case, the As variable composition y would follow Eq. 7.2 to decrease exponentially from 0.90
to 0.068. Therefore, for Sample A, we could get an excellent fit provided that we built the
model as in Table 7.4, which was based on the model in Table 7.1. The adjusted two-term
exponential decay function for As variable composition y has the form of:
y = exp [−414.9Zr + ln (0.90)] + 0.0521 exp [−26.3Zr + ln (0.90)] + 0.068 (7.2)
The ln term in this equation insured that the exponential decay of As composition would
start from the As composition of the interfacial monolayer. The fitting result is plotted in
Fig. 7.10
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Figure 7.10: Sample A XRD simulation result with exponential decay As
content within AlSb layers. Blue: Sample A HRXRD data. Red: XRD simu-
lation data with exponential decay As content.
The XRD simulation with exponential decay As composition within AlSb layers have
little or no difference visually comparing to the XRD simulation results with As abrupt drop
in 7.6a. This was because the As content exponential decay was fast and only within the
first few Ångstroms. Hence, the effect of adding small excess of strain resulting from the
residual exponential decay of As in the structure was negligible.
We compared the XRD simulation model with exponential decay As composition in
Table 7.4 to the model without exponential decay in Table 7.1. The simulation results
of the two models are very close so that the graph needs to be zoomed in to distinguish
each other. Therefore, the difference between the exponential decay and an abrupt drop
in As composition is very small. Even if the As composition follows the exponential decay
pattern, the decay was fast enough to be approximated as an abrupt drop. Therefore, neither
could we conclude that the As in the first few monolayers of AlSb follows the exponential
decay pattern, nor could we deny the possibility of the As composition decays exponentially
instead of drops abruptly. The main reason to support the As exponential decay was that we
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Figure 7.11: Sample A XRD simulation result with exponentially decay
As content within AlSb layers comparing to an abrupt drop. Blue: XRD
simulation model in Table 7.4 with As exponential decay in AlSb layers. Red:
XRD simulation model in Table 7.1 with abrupt drop of As composition.
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indeed observed this temporal behaviour after As shutter was closed. Albeit the effect was
insignificant in our case, it is expected to be much more pronounced for most MBE systems,
where As beam collimating apertures are not used.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, the unintentional incorporation of As during the deposition of AlSb bar-
riers in MBE-grown InAs/AlSb superlattices was investigated. The As molecular flux at
the wafer position was tested using different As cell shutter - As cell valve configurations
to simulate conditions subsequently employed during growth: : (i) both the As shutter and
valve were open, (ii) the As shutter was closed but the valve was open, (iii) both the As
shutter and valve were closed. It was found that closing the shutter only did not fully elim-
inate As flux from reaching the substrate and a steady-state As flux bypass of 11.2% was
still present. On the other hand, closing both the shutter and the valve eliminated As flux
at wafer position almost completely, leaving only 0.28% of the flux measured under scenario
(i). The short-term As flux temporal dependence after shutter closure was also tested at the
substrate position under the scenarios of (ii) and (iii). The As flux in both cases dropped
abruptly to the value close to its steady bypass level within the first three seconds, i.e. the
time needed to grow one monolayer of AlSb.
The effect of such As flux bypass on the strain distribution in InAs/AlSb superlattices was
tested by growing three samples of nominally identical design, differing only by the setting
of the As valve during deposition of AlSb barriers: settings as in (ii) and (iii) as wells as and
intermediate setting between the two, with the As flux throttled to 20% of its value in ii).
The results of high-resolution ω − 2θ coupled scans at the 004 reflection were subsequently
compared to dynamical simulations. Excellent agreement with the experimental data was
obtained by incorporating the observations from the direct measurements of As bypass flux
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into the simulations.
The summary and comparison among the three samples was tabulated in Table 8.1. The
As flux temporal behavior suggest that some exponential decay of As content may be present
in the AlSb barriers before a steady As content is reached. However, the magnitude of this
effect is too small in our case to be confirmed by HRXRD experiments. We expect that such
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Table 8.1: Summary of growth and fitting results of Sample A, B, and C.
The key finding was that under typical scenario used for the growth of InAs/AlSb
superlattices, where the As valve setting was not changed while switching from InAs to
AlSb layer, significant displacement of Sb by As took place, converting the AlSb layer into
AlAs0.068Sb0.932, i.e. a layer with arsenic content of close to 7%. Importantly, such strong
effect was found in a system where special measures were taken to limit the As bypass ef-
fect by capping the As port with a tight flux collimating aperture. During the growth of
InAs/AlSb QCLs such unintentional incorporation of As into AlSb barriers and InAs/AlSb
interfaces plays a beneficial role of balancing the compressive strain in AlSb barriers, thus
ensuring purely elastic distortions in the active region, without detrimental plastic relax-
ation. It is clear nevertheless that the conversion of AlSb barriers into AlAsxSb1−x ternary
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of Pendellösung fringes from XRD simulation for
Sample B. Blue: HRXRD scan result. Red: Simulated XRD data.
alloy barriers would strongly influence the electronic levels in the active region as well as the
electron tunneling probabilities. Incorporation of such effects into theoretical models may
lead to further improvements in the performance of the InAs/AlSb - based devices.
Future Works
• Matching the Pendellösung fringes. Pendellösung fringes, which are interference fringes
seen in between the superalltice reflections. Some discrepancy in these fringes posi-
tions is visible at larger distances to the left of the substrate peak. Taking Sample B
simulation result for example, in Figure 8.1 between any two major peaks, three fringes
were observed from the experimental data (blue), but only two fringes simulated (red).
• Further investigate the relationship between the amount of incorporated As and the
residual As flux in the chamber. This may depend on the exact growth conditions.
Indeed the growth condition dependent displacement of Sb by As was reported in [15].
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